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Microsoft Office Access 2010 (version 14, called Access 2010 in this book) is a powerful, robust, and mature 32-bit and, finally, 64-bit relational database management system (RDBMS) for creating desktop and client/server database applications that run under Windows 7/Vista/XP/2000+. As a component of the Professional and higher editions of the 2010 Microsoft Office suite, Access 2010 has an updated user interface that’s consistent with the Fluent user interface (UI) of other Office 2010 members.

Access has vanquished all desktop RDBMS rivals except FileMaker Pro and Microsoft’s Visual FoxPro. However, in March 2007, Microsoft announced that Visual FoxPro (VFP) v9.0 would be the last version. In April 2007, Microsoft representative Yair Alan Griver announced that VFP v9.0 would be supported through 2015. Thus FileMaker Pro is the only likely long-term competition for Access.

The primary reasons for Access’s success are its inclusion in the Microsoft Office productivity suite and its prowess as a rapid application development (RAD) environment for creating industrial-strength database applications. Another contributor to Access’s market share is the capability to duplicate on the PC desktop the features of client/server relational database systems, also called SQL databases. Client/server RDBMSs have led the way in transferring database applications from costly mainframes and UNIX servers to modestly priced networked PCs and mobile devices. Despite Access’s power—and the claims of its erstwhile competitors—this desktop RDBMS is easy for nonprogrammers to use.
Microsoft’s top priority for Access 2010 is to broaden the base of new users by focusing on typi-
cal tracking applications generated by a bevy of out-of-the box templates and more templates from
Office Online that take maximum advantage of Access 2010’s new navigation features and tabbed
document presentation. Many potential Access customers view Access as difficult to master. The
new Access templates enable information workers to create and begin using simple database appli-
cations in a few minutes.

The Access team devoted substantial resources to integrating Access 2010 with Microsoft
SharePoint Foundation (SPF) 2010, formerly Windows SharePoint Services (WSS) 3.0, and Windows
SharePoint Services (SPS) 2010, formerly Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2007. WPF is
a no-charge add-on to 64-bit Windows Server 2003 or 2008 [R2] that lets you share Access 2010
applications from document libraries and use Access to create or edit SharePoint lists. WPF ease of
use lets workgroup members manage their own SharePoint website. SPS 2010 builds on WPF 2010
to create complete document management systems. SPS and SPF (collectively called SharePoint in
this book) are Microsoft’s primary workgroup and enterprise-level collaboration tools for knowledge
workers. Access 2010 supports browser-based web databases published to Access Services running
in SPS; Access web databases replace Data Access Pages (DAP), which Access 2007 discontinued.
Near the top of the feature list is support for Microsoft SQL Server 2005, 2008, and 2008 R2, and
their freely distributable Express Editions (SQLX). SQLX Graphic table and query designers make
creating and modifying SQL Server tables, views, functions, and stored procedures almost as easy
as working with Access tables and queries. Extended properties add lookup fields, subdatasheets,
input masks, and other Access accoutrements to SQL Server databases.

Microsoft’s rallying cry for Windows 7/Vista/XP/2003+ Server and Office 2010 is total cost of owner-
ship (TCO). Ease of use is one of the primary requisites for reducing TCO; Access 2010 includes
many wizards and other aids designed for first-time database users. If you’re still using Access 97
or 2000, Access 2010 and SQLX alone justify the cost of upgrading to Office 2010. If your team has a
SharePoint site, make upgrading from Access 2000 or earlier to 2010 your first priority.

Who Should Read This Book

Microsoft Access 2010 In Depth takes an approach that’s different from most books about database
management applications. This book doesn’t begin with the creation of a database for Widgets,
Inc., nor does it require you to type a list of fictional customers for the company’s new WidgetPlus
product line to learn the basics of Access. Instead, this book makes the following basic assumptions about your interest in Microsoft’s relational database management system:

- You aren’t starting from “ground zero.” You now have or will have access via your computer, network, the Internet (or all three) to much of the data that you want to process with a Windows database manager. You’ve acquired Access and want to learn to use it more quickly and effectively. Or, you might be considering using Access as the database manager for yourself, your department or division, or your entire organization.

- Your existing data is in the form of databases, spreadsheets, mailing lists, web pages, or even plain-text files that you want to manipulate with a relational database management system. Access 2010 can process the most common varieties of these file types, as well as HTML tables, element-centric XML files, Outlook contact lists, SPF lists, and other tabular data sources.

- If you’re planning to use Access 2010 as a front end to a client/server RDBMS, you’ll use SQL Server 2005 Express Edition (SSX) or SQL Server 2005 or later as the back-end database. Access 2010 lets you replicate data between a local or workgroup copy of SSX and SQL Server 2005+ on a network server.

- If your data is on a mainframe computer, you’re connected to that computer by a local area network and a database gateway, or through terminal-emulation software and an adapter card. Alternatively, you download text files from the mainframe to create Access or SQL Server tables.

If some or all of your data is in the form of ASCII/ANSI text files, or files from a spreadsheet application, you need to know how to create an Access database from the beginning and import the data into Access’s new .accdb file structure. If your data is in the form of dBASE, FoxPro, or Paradox files, you can import it directly to Access tables. Access 2010 also lets you link Excel workbook and conventional text files, as well as Outlook and SharePoint lists to Access databases. The capability to link files in their native format lets you synchronize the contents of your database tables with the original source documents. All these subjects receive thorough coverage in this book.

Learning relational database design and management with Access 2010 as the training tool is the quickest and easiest way to upgrade your professional skills. If you’re a web designer, the expertise in client/server database techniques that you gain by working with Access data projects, SQL Server, and Access Web databases greatly enhances your future employment prospects. Despite the prolonged downturn in the dot-com sector, there’s no slack in the demand for unlocking islands of data stored in client/server databases and making the data available as usable business information on corporate intranets.

Access 2010 is a great first step in gaining XML, XML schema (XSD), and XSL transform (XSLT) skills. Most XML-related books and other training materials use trivial examples to illustrate XML and XSL(T) methodology. Access 2010 lets you dynamically generate real-world XML data and provides a standard transform to render data in HTML format. Working with the resulting .xsl files and their embedded VBScript is the fastest way to learn practical XSLT techniques for delivering XML data as fully formatted web pages.
How This Book Is Organized

In the spirit of conservation, *Microsoft Access 2010 In Depth* is a hybrid book. The print version consists of six printed parts totaling approximately 1,000 pages and four electronic book (ebook) sections of about 600 pages arranged in increasing levels of detail and complexity. Electronic versions of the book for Kindle (Mobi format); Sony Reader, iPad, iPhone, Android and other mobile devices (ePub format), and PDF readers contain this introduction, all chapters, and the appendixes.

Each division after Part I, “Getting Acquainted with Access 2010,” follows the normal course of database application design, which involves the following initial steps:

- **Create tables to hold the data and establish relationships between the tables**—After you’ve defined the purpose of your database application and have found and organized the data it will process, you design a table for each entity (also called an object or subject). For example, contacts, tasks, orders, line items, and invoices are entities. In many cases, table data will be available in files that have another format. Part II, “Learning the Fundamentals of Access Databases,” covers table design and importing or linking data to tables.

- **Design queries to filter, format, sort, and display data contained in one or more tables**—Relational databases use queries for turning raw data into useful information. Part III, “Transforming Data with Queries and PivotTables,” shows you how to master Access’s graphic query designer and generate PivotCharts and PivotTables.

- **Prepare forms for data entry and visualization**—Although you can enter data into tables directly, providing one or more forms simplifies data entry and minimizes the potential for entering bad data. Forms with graphs, PivotTables, and PivotCharts make data understandable to your supervisors and managers. Three of the chapters in Part IV, “Designing Forms and Reports,” cover this topic.

- **Lay out reports to summarize data**—Access is famous for its report designer, which lets you quickly design fully formatted reports with group subtotals and grand totals, or generate mailing labels. Part IV’s remaining two chapters show you how to take best advantage of Access reports.

Parts II, III, IV, V, and VI draw on the knowledge and experience that you’ve gained in the previous parts, so use of the book in a linear, front-to-back manner through Part IV, “Designing Forms and Reports,” is recommended during the initial learning process. After you absorb the basics of working with Access databases, you progress through using Access macros to automate database operations, changing from single-user to multiuser database applications and linking access front ends to SSX, SQL Server 2005 or later tables, or SharePoint Foundation lists, as well as creating new Access web databases that depend on SharePoint Server’s Access services.

The electronic-only chapters cover Access’s HTML and XML features and show you how to upsize Access databases to Access Data Projects with SQLX, SQL Server, or SQL Azure back ends. Finally, you learn how to automate your applications with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) code.

As you progress through the chapters in this book, you create a model of an Access application called Human Resources Actions. In Chapter 5, “Working with Access Databases and Tables,” you create the HR Actions table. In the following chapters, you add new features to the HR Actions application. Be sure to perform the sample exercises for the HR Actions application each time.
you encounter them because succeeding examples build on your previous work. The ten parts of Microsoft Access 2010 In Depth and the topics that they cover are described in the following sections for the printed and electronic-only sections.

Printed Parts and Chapters
The printed book includes this Introduction and Parts I through VI:

Part I: Getting Acquainted with Access 2010
The chapters in Part I introduce you to Access and many of the unique features that make Access 2010 the premier desktop database management system.


- In Chapter 2, “Building Simple Tracking Applications,” you create a database from an out-of-the-box database template included with Access 2010. You gain a basic understanding of the standard data-related objects of Access, including tables, queries, forms, reports, and macros. Chapter 2 also introduces you to automating Access operations with Access macros.

- Chapter 3, “Navigating the Fluent User Interface,” shows you how to take best advantage of Access 2010’s “Fluent” ribbon user interface by explaining its command button, menu, and context menu choices and then showing how they relate to the structure of the Access object model. Chapter 3 also shows you how to use Access 2010’s online help system.

Part II: Learning the Fundamentals of Access Databases
Part II is devoted to understanding the design principles of relational databases, creating new Access tables, adding and editing table data, and integrating Access tables with other sources of data. Most of the techniques that you learn in Part II also apply to SQL Server tables.

- Chapter 4, “Exploring Relational Database Theory and Practice,” describes the process that you use to create relational database tables from real-world data—a technique called normalizing the database structure. The chapter also introduces you to the concepts of key fields, primary keys, data integrity, and views of tables that contain related data.

- Chapter 5, “Working with Access Databases and Tables,” delves into the details of Access desktop database tables, shows you how to create tables, and explains how to choose the optimum...
data types from the many new types that Access offers. Chapter 5 explains how to use subdatasheets and lookup tables to display and edit records in related tables. The chapter also explains how to use the Database Documentor tool included with Access 2010 to create a data dictionary that fully identifies each object in your database.

- Chapter 6, “Entering, Editing, and Validating Access Table Data,” describes how to add new records to tables, enter data in the new records, and edit data in existing records. Using keyboard shortcuts instead of the mouse for editing speeds manual data entry. Adding input masks and data validation rules minimizes the chance for typographic errors when entering new data.

- Chapter 7, “Sorting, Finding, and Filtering Data,” shows you how to arrange the data in tables to suit your needs and to limit the data displayed to only that information you want. You learn how to use Find and Replace to search for and alter multiple instances of data in the fields of tables. Chapter 7 further describes how to make best use of the Filter by Form and Filter by Selection features of Access 2010.

- Chapter 8, “Linking, Importing, and Exporting Data,” explains how to import and export files of other database managers, spreadsheet applications, and text files downloaded from mainframe or UNIX database servers or the Internet. You also learn how use the Access Mail Merge Wizard to create form letters from data stored in Access tables.

**Part III: Transforming Data with Queries and PivotTables**

The chapters in Part III explain how to create Access queries to select the way that you view data contained in tables and how to take advantage of Access’s relational database structure to link multiple tables with joins. Part III also covers Access 2010’s PivotTable and PivotChart views of query resultsets.

- Chapter 9, “Designing Queries for Access Databases,” starts with simple queries you create with Access’s graphical Query Design window. You learn how to choose the fields of the tables included in your query and return query resultsets from these tables. Examples of Access SQL generated by the queries you design let you learn SQL “by osmosis.” Chapter 9 shows you how to use the Simple Query Wizard to simplify the design process.

- Chapter 10, “Understanding Access Query Operators and Expressions,” introduces you to the operators and expressions that you need to create queries that provide a meaningful result. Most Access operators and expressions are the same as those that you use in VBA programs. You use the Immediate window of the Office 2010 VBA editor to evaluate the expressions you write.

- In Chapter 11, “Creating Multitable and Crosstab Queries,” you create relations between tables, called joins, and learn how to add criteria to queries so that the query resultset includes only records that you want. Chapter 11 also takes you through the process of designing powerful
crosstab queries to summarize data and to present information in a format similar to that of worksheets.

- Chapter 12, “Working with PivotTable and PivotChart Views,” shows you how to manipulate data from multitable queries in the OWC’s PivotTable control and then display the results in PivotChart controls. The query design and PivotTable/PivotChart techniques that you learn here also apply to PivotTables and PivotCharts that you embed in Access forms.

- Chapter 13, “Creating and Updating Access Tables with Action Queries,” shows you how to develop action queries that update the tables underlying append, delete, update, and make-table queries. Chapter 13 also covers Access 2010’s advanced referential integrity features, including cascading updates and cascading deletions.

Part IV: Designing Forms and Reports

The chapters in Part IV introduce you to the primary application objects of Access. (Tables and queries are considered database objects.) Forms make your Access applications come alive with the control objects that you add from the Form Tools, Design ribbon and the Report Tools, Design ribbon. Access’s full-featured report generator lets you print fully formatted reports, export or mail reports as PDF or XPS (XML Paper Specification) files, and save reports to files that you can process in Excel 2010 or Word 2010 or earlier.

- Chapter 14, “Creating and Using Basic Access Forms,” shows you how to use Access’s Form Wizards to create simple forms and subforms that you can modify to suit your particular needs. Chapter 14 introduces you to the Subform Builder Wizard that uses drag-and-drop techniques to automatically create subforms for you.

- Chapter 15, “Designing Custom Multitable Forms,” shows you how to design custom forms for viewing and entering your own data with Access’s advanced form design tools.

- Chapter 16, “Working with Simple Reports and Mailing Labels,” describes how to design and print basic reports with Access’s Report Wizard, and how to print preformatted mailing labels by using the Mailing Label Wizard.

- Chapter 17, “Preparing Advanced Reports,” describes how to use more sophisticated sorting and grouping techniques, as well as subreports, to obtain a result that exactly meets your detail and summary data-reporting requirements. Chapter 17 also covers the technology that lets you distribute Access reports as Outlook email attachments.

- In Chapter 18, “Adding Graphs, PivotCharts, and PivotTables,” you first learn to use the OLE-based Chart Wizard to create data-bound graphs and charts based on Access crosstab queries. PivotCharts are destined to replace conventional Access Charts, so Chapter 18 builds on Chapter 12 by showing you how to add bound PivotTables and PivotCharts whose data is supplied by the form’s data source.
Part V: Programming Databases with Macros

Chapter 19, “Automating Access Applications with Macros,” is an introduction to Access macros, which Microsoft resurrected from their previously deprecated status in Access 97 and later. You learn how to write simple standalone or embedded macros to run a query and open a form or report when you click a button on a form.

Chapter 20, “Emulating Table Triggers with Access Data Macros,” explains that data macros are a new feature of Access 2010 that lets you extend the range of containers for embedded macros from forms and reports only to include Access tables. Data macros respond to events generated by Data Manipulation Language (DML) instructions, such as Access SQL INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE commands. In this respect, data macros are similar to SQL Server triggers, which are a special type of stored procedure.

Part VI: Collaborating with Access Data

Chapter 21, “Linking Access Front Ends to Access and Client/Server Tables,” explains how to use the Upsizing Wizard to migrate from single-file or split (front-end/back-end) Access applications to SQL Server back-end databases. Retaining the front-end queries and application objects in an Access (.accdb) file, and using the SQL Server ODBC driver to connect to the server database, minimizes application changes required to take advantage of client/server technology. This chapter also explains how to secure Access databases with file system Access Control Lists (ACLs), because Access 2010 supports workgroup information (.mdw) files only for Access 2003 and earlier .mdb files.

Chapter 22, “Collaborating with SharePoint Foundation 2010,” introduces you to SPF 2010 and its data-related features. You learn to export Access or SQL Server tables to SPF lists, and how to link the lists to Access tables (and vice versa). You also learn to take linked SharePoint lists offline, modify them while disconnected, reconnect to SharePoint, and synchronize your and others’ changes. Finally, the chapter shows you how to publish Access applications to SharePoint document libraries and share the published .accdb files with multiple collaborators.

Chapter 23, “Sharing Web Databases with SharePointServer 2010” explains how to take advantage of SPS 2010’s Access Services and the replacement for earlier versions of Access Data Pages (ADP). Like Access, SharePoint emphasizes self-service design of sharable objects by teams or groups within small businesses to large enterprises. Publishing Access business applications as web databases to a SharePoint website enables IT management to secure and audit them, as well ensure availability by backing them up on a regular schedule.

Online-Only Parts and Chapters

The online-only section contains Parts VII through X.
Part VII: Working with HTML and XML Documents

The chapters in Part VII explain how to take advantage of Access’s HTML and XML export/import features:

- Chapter 24, “Importing and Exporting Web Pages,” shows you how to generate Access tables from HTML tables and lists in web pages, optimize HTML files to ensure proper importation, and export static or dynamic HTML pages. The chapter also explains how to gather data by email with Outlook 2010 HTML forms and automatically add the data acquired to the appropriate table.

- Chapter 25, “Integrating with XML and InfoPath 2010,” explains the role of XML in database applications and how Access 2010’s ReportML XML schema describes Access objects as an XML data document. The chapter shows you how to take advantage of the Report2HTML4.xsl XML transform to generate HTML pages from tables and queries with the Save As XML option. You learn how to modify Access’s standard XSLT files to format the resulting tables and add images to the tables. Exporting conventional Access reports as fully formatted static and live web reports also receives detailed coverage. The chapter also explains the role of InfoPath 2010 as an alternative to Outlook 2010 HTML forms for gathering data.

Part VIII: Creating Access Front Ends to SQL Server Databases

From Access 2000 on, SQL Server [Express] has been the preferred back-end data source for secure, robust, and reliable Access multiuser applications. You can link SQL Server tables to a conventional Access .accdb front-end file, but a direct connection to an Access data project (.adp) front end is the better approach. This is especially true because Access 2010 no longer supports user-level (also called workgroup) security. If you’re new to client/server RDBMSs, Access 2010 is the ideal learning tool for upgrading your database design and management skills to the requirements of today’s job market.

- Chapter 26, “Exploring Access Data Projects and SQL Server 2008,” introduces you to Access data projects and SSX. The chapter shows you how to use Access 2010’s built-in project designer to create and modify SQL Server tables, views, functions, and stored procedures. Backing up, restoring, copying, and moving SQL Server databases is covered in detail. You also learn how to link other databases, including Access .accdb files, with OLE DB data providers and how to secure ADP front ends as .ade files.

- Chapter 27, “Moving from Access Queries to Transact-SQL,” provides a formal introduction to ANSI-92 SQL and explains how the Access and Transact-SQL dialects differ. Special emphasis is given to queries that you can’t create in the graphical project designer—such as UNION queries and subqueries—and enabling transactions in stored procedures that update two or more tables.

- Chapter 28, “Upsizing Access Applications to Access Data Projects and SQL Azure,” explains how to use the Upsizing Wizard to convert existing Access applications directly to Access data project front ends and SQL Server tables, views, functions, and stored procedures. The wizard can’t upsize Access crosstab queries, so the chapter explains how to write T-SQL PIVOT queries to emulate Access crosstab queries. When this book was written, Access 2010 was capable of
linking—but not upsizing—to SQL Azure “databases in the cloud;” ultimately, it’s likely that the Access Upsizing Wizard will also accommodate SQL Azure back ends.

Part IX: Programming and Converting Access Applications

The chapters in Part IX assume that you have no programming experience in any language. These chapters explain the principles of writing Access macros and VBA programming code. They also show you how to apply these principles to automate Access applications and use VBA to work directly with ADO Recordset objects. Part VII also supplies tips for converting Access 97 and 200x applications to Access 2010.

- Chapter 29, “Learning Visual Basic for Applications,” introduces you to the VBA language with emphasis on using VBA to automate your Access front ends. The chapter describes how to write VBA code to create user-defined functions stored in modules and to write simple procedures that you activate directly from events.

- Chapter 30, “Handling Events with Macros and Procedures,” describes how to use embedded macros and VBA event-handling subprocedures in class modules. This chapter explains the events triggered by Access form, report, and control objects, and tells you how to use macro actions or methods of the DoCmd object to respond to events, such as loading or activating a form.

- Chapter 31, “Programming Combo and List Boxes,” shows you how to take maximum advantage of Access 2010’s unique databound combo and list boxes in decision-support applications. This chapter explains the VBA coding techniques for loading combo box lists and populating text and list boxes based on your combo box selections.

- Chapter 32, “Understanding Data Access Objects, OLE DB, and ADO,” explains Microsoft’s approach to Access and SQL Server data connectivity in Office applications, and describes how to program Data Access Objects (DAO) and ActiveX Data Objects (DAO), as well as tells how to decide on DAO or ADO for your new Access 2010 projects.


Appendixes

The book’s two appendixes are


- Appendix B, “Glossary,” presents a descriptive list of the terms, abbreviations, and acronyms used in this book that you might not be familiar with and that can’t be found in commonly used dictionaries.
The Downloadable Sample Files

The sample database files that you can download after registering at http://www.quepublishing.com/title/0789743078 contain sample databases for each chapter that deals with hands-on development. Extracting the individual files from the archive creates ...\Access2010\Chapt## folders (## is the chapter number) containing the *.accdb and other related files.

The sample database files contain tables, queries, forms, reports, HTML pages, VBA, and special files to complement design examples, and show you the expected result. An icon identifies sections that point to chapter files included in the downloadable samples.

A very large (20MB) database named Oakmont.accdb is included for optional use with some of the examples in this book. Oakmont University is a fictitious institution in Texas with 30,000 students and 2,300 employees. Databases with a large number of records in their tables are useful when designing applications to optimize performance, so the downloadable files also include a version of the Northwind.accdb database, NwindXL19.accdb, that has 21,096 records in the Orders table and about 193,280 Order Details records.

Installing the downloadable sample files to your \Access2010 folder requires about 200MB of free disk space.

How This Book Is Designed

The following special features are included in this book to assist readers.

If you’ve never used a database management application, you’re provided with quick-start examples to gain confidence and experience while using Access with the Northwind Traders sample database. Like Access, this book uses the tabula rasa approach: Each major topic begins with the assumption that you have no prior experience with the subject. Therefore, when a command button on a ribbon, such as Design view, is used, its icon is displayed in the margin.

Access SQL

The book provides numerous examples of Access SQL statements for queries and Transact-SQL statements for views, functions, and stored procedures.

XML

Part VI of this book includes sample XML, XSL, and XML Schema documents (XSD) and examples of altering XSL Transforms (XSLT) to modify the presentation of HTML documents.
Features that are new or that have been modified in Access 2010 are indicated by the 2010 icon in the margin, unless the change is only cosmetic. Where the changes are extensive and apply to an entire section of a chapter, the icon appears to the left or right of the section head.

Features that were new in Access 2007 are indicated by this marginal icon.

References to resources available on the Internet—such as World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Recommendations—are identified by the Web icon.

Cross-references to specific sections in other chapters follow the material that they pertain to, as in the following sample reference:

For more information, see “A Section in Another Chapter,” p. XXX.

Most chapters include “Troubleshooting” sections. The elements of these sections help you solve specific problems—common and uncommon—that you might run into when creating applications that use specific Access features or techniques.

Typographic Conventions Used in This Book

This book uses various typesetting styles to distinguish between explanatory and instructional text, text that you enter in dialogs (set in bold), and text that you enter in code-editing windows (set in monospace type).

Key Combinations, Menu Choices, and Filenames

Key combinations that you use to perform Windows operations are indicated by joining the keys with a plus sign: Alt+F4, for example. In cases when you must press and release a key and then press another key, such as Alt, to activate KeyTips, the keys are separated by a comma without an intervening space: Alt, H. Conventional shortcut key combinations appear as Ctrl+Key.

Sequences of individual menu items are separated by a comma: Edit, Cut.

Most file and folder names are initial-letter-capitalized in the text and headings of this book to conform with 32-bit Windows filenaming conventions and the appearance of filenames in Windows Explorer.

SQL Statements and Keywords in Other Languages

SQL statements and code examples are set in a special monospace font. Keywords of SQL statements, such as SELECT, are set in all uppercase. Ellipses ( . . . ) indicate intervening programming code that isn’t shown in the text or examples.

Square brackets in monospace type ( [ ] ) that appear within Access SQL statements don’t indicate optional items, as they do in syntax descriptions. In this case, the square brackets are used instead of quotation marks to frame a literal string or to allow use of a table and field names, such as
Typographic Conventions Used for VBA

This book uses a special set of typographic conventions for references to Visual Basic for Applications keywords in the presentation of VBA examples:

- **Monospace** type is used for all examples of VBA code, as in the following statement:

  ```vba
  Dim NewArray ( ) As Long
  ReDim NewArray (9, 9, 9)
  ```

- **Monospace** type also is used when referring to names of properties of Access database objects, such as `FormName.Width`. The captions for text boxes and drop-down lists in which you enter values of properties, such as Source Connect String, are set in this book’s regular textual font.

- **Bold monospace** type is used for all VBA reserved words and type-declaration symbols, as shown in the preceding example. Standard function names in VBA also are set in **bold monospace** type so that reserved words, standard function names, and reserved symbols stand out from variable and function names and values that you assign to variables.

- **Italic monospace** type indicates a replaceable item, as in

  ```vba
  Dim DataItem As String
  ```

- **Bold italic monospace** type indicates a replaceable reserved word, such as a data type, as in

  ```vba
  Dim DataItem As DataType
  ```

  `DataItem` is replaced by a keyword corresponding to the desired VBA data type, such as `String` or `Variant`.

- An ellipsis (...) substitutes for code not shown in syntax and code examples, as in

  ```vba
  If... Then... Else... End If
  ```

- Braces ({}) enclosing two or more identifiers separated by the pipe symbol (|) indicate that you must choose one of these identifiers, as in

  ```vba
  Do {While|Until}... Loop
  ```

  In this case, you must use the **While** or **Until** reserved word in your statement, but not the braces or the pipe character.

- Three-letter prefixes to variable names indicate the VBA data type of the variable, such as **bln** for **Boolean**, **str** for **String**, and **lng** for **Long** (integer).
Square brackets ([ ]) enclosing an identifier indicate that the identifier is optional, as in

```vbscript
Set tblName = dbName.OpenTable(strTableName[, blnExclusive])
```

Here, the blnExclusive flag, if set to `True`, opens the table specified by `strTableName` for exclusive use. `blnExclusive` is an optional argument. Don’t include the brackets in any code that you type.

**Typographic Conventions Used for VBScript**

The few Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript) examples in this book use lowercase monospace type for reserved words, a practice that originated in ECMAScript (JavaScript or Microsoft JScript). Variables are in mixed case with a data type prefix, despite the lack of VBScript support for data types other than `Variant`. Object, property, and method names included in the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Document Object Model (DOM) standard also are in lowercase. Most non-DOM objects, such as `MSODSC.RecordsetDefs()`, use mixed case.

**System Requirements for Access 2010**

Access 2010 is a very resource-intensive application, as are all other Office 2010 members, including InfoPath 2010. You’ll find execution of Access applications on Pentium PCs slower than 1GHz running Windows XP SP2 to be impaired, at best. The Windows Vista Capable PC minimum—“A modern processor (at least 800MHz)”—isn’t likely to provide generally accepted performance standards. Microsoft’s somewhat optimistic minimum RAM recommendations for Microsoft Office Professional 2010 running under Windows 7 or XP (SP2) is 256MB. However, the Windows Vista Capable PC minimum is 512MB.

The preceding recommendations don’t take into account the RAM required to run SQL Server 2005 [Express] or later. Double the realistic RAM recommendations to 1GB to achieve acceptable performance with SSX. All the examples of this book were created and tested under virtual 64-bit Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008 R2 guest operating systems running on a 64-bit 2.83GHz Core2 Quad CPU with 8GB RAM. 3GB of RAM was assigned to each of the two guest OSes.

The Microsoft Access team recommends that you install 64-bit Access 2010 only if you need more than 2GB of RAM to cache very large databases in memory. The 32-bit version incurs no performance hit from running under 64-bit Windows 7’s or Vista’s WOW64 (Windows-on-Windows64) feature.

Standard installation of Microsoft Office Professional 2010—without SQL Server 2005 Express or later, SQL Server Management Studio, or SQL Server Books Online—requires about 1GB of free disk space. Add another 100MB for SQL Server and 50MB each for InfoPath and Windows SharePoint Services. From a practical standpoint, you need 1.5GB or more of free disk space to use Office 2010 effectively. Add another 200MB for the downloadable sample files.
Other Sources of Information for Access

Relational database design and SQL, discussed in Chapters 4 and 27, are the subject of myriad guides and texts covering one or both of these topics. Articles in database-related periodicals in print form or on the Internet provide up-to-date assistance in using Access 2010. The following sections provide a bibliography of database-related books and periodicals, as well as a brief description of websites and newsgroups of interest to Access users.

Books

The following books complement the content of this book by providing detailed coverage of database design techniques, Structured Query Language, VBA database programming, SQL Server 2000, XML, and HTML:

- **Database Design for Mere Mortals, Second Edition**, by Michael J. Hernandez (Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0-201-75284-0), is a comprehensive guide to sound relational database design techniques for developing productive desktop and client/server databases. The book is platform agnostic, but the methods that you learn are especially effective for Access and SQL Server database design.


- **Special Edition Using HTML and XHTML**, by Molly E. Holzschlag (Que, ISBN 0-7897-2713-5), is an indispensable tutorial and reference for learning the basics of HTML and gaining a full understanding of Dynamic HTML (DHTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and XHTML.
Microsoft’s Office Online and Access Developer Portal websites now are the primary source of new and updated information for Access users and developers. Following are the primary websites and newsgroups for Access 2007 users and developers:


- Microsoft’s online support page for Office 2007 and 2010, http://support.microsoft.com/gp/gp_off_main#tab0, provides links to Microsoft Knowledge Base pages for all its products. For other support options, go to www.microsoft.com/support/.

ACCESS 2010 FOR ACCESS 2007

USERS: WHAT’S NEW

Access 1.0, 1.1, and 2.0 were very successful standalone desktop database platforms. The first Access team consisted of highly skilled development, marketing, and management personnel who were devoted entirely to making Access the premier desktop relational database management system (RDBMS) for Windows. Access, which reports say cost $60 million to develop, sold for US$99 and, according to Jim Gray of Microsoft Research, was generating revenue of about US$300 million per year by February 1994 or earlier.

Microsoft created Office 95 Professional by adding Access to Office 95 Standard’s Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Schedule+ applications and adding US$100 to the retail price. Access gained a few new features with each subsequent release, but generally suffered from not-so-benign neglect by Office management. Access 2003, for example, delivered only minor, incremental improvements over Access 2002.

Access 2007 represented a sea change to the traditional incremental improvements in version upgrades. The Office team grafted what became known as the Fluent user interface (UI) to Access 2007, which caused consternation among access veterans. According to Erik Rucker, then Group Program Manager for Access, the development team for Access 2007 was

Note

Access 2007 ceased supporting many less widely used Access features, such as Data Access Pages (DAP) and user-level security for the new .accdb and .accde file formats. Access 2010 introduces Access Services and web databases to replace DAP for browser-based database front ends.
about seven times as large as that for Access 2003. The overwhelming changes to its UI represented only a fraction of the new and mostly improved features of Access 2007.

To learn more about elements of earlier versions that Access 2007 dropped, see “Features Missing from Access 2007,” p. 1464.

**What’s New in Microsoft Office Access 2010: An Overview**

Microsoft’s primary goals for Access 2010 are to improve usability for new users and increase productivity for experienced users and developers. Following are brief descriptions of the most important new features of Access 2010:

- **File tab and Backstage View**—Access 2010 replaces Access 2007’s Office button with a File tab that opens what the Access team calls the Backstage View. The Backstage View contains command buttons that execute operations on entire databases, such as Open, which displays a list of recently used databases, or New, which opens a collection of templates on which to base new databases. (See Figure 1.1.) Chapter 3, “Navigating the Fluent Access User Interface,” covers the Fluent UI and Backstage View in detail.

[Figure 1.1](#)

Clicking the new File tab opens the Backstage View of command buttons for opening a recently used database or selecting a template for creating a new database.

Office Themes for forms and reports—Office Themes enable applying a standardized set of colors and fonts to all custom Office applications; they replace the Autoformat feature of earlier Access versions (see Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2
Office Themes let you apply preset complementary colors and font families to all Access and Office 2010 applications.

Conditional formatting with data bars—Data bars convey the relative value of numeric cells with a color gradient, which emulates similar Excel 2010 formatting styles (see Figure 1.3). Chapter 15, “Designing Custom Multitable Forms,” describes applying conditional formatting to databound text boxes to let users quickly spot data trends.

Navigation control—A specialized hierarchical Navigation tab control, which Chapter 15 describes, enables point-and-click navigation between forms. Dragging a form from the Navigation pane to an [Add New] drop zone creates a tab named for the form. This new control is intended to replace earlier Access versions’ Switchboard form (see Figure 1.4).
Figure 1.3
Access 2010 Data Bars let you emulate Excel formatting styles for numeric values.

Figure 1.4
Drag a form icon from the Navigation pane to a horizontal or vertical drop zone tab of the Navigation control to create a new tab.
What’s New in Microsoft Office Access 2010: An Overview

1. **Web Browser control**—Access 2010’s new Web Browser control lets you create web mashups and display web content in your Access applications.

2. **Access Macro Builder**—Microsoft deprecated Access macros in favor of VBA programming code beginning with Access 97. Macros enable limited application automation without requiring the .accdb file to be placed in a trusted location or having a signed .accde file from a package. The new Macro Builder offers IntelliSense and aids understanding of multiple macro actions (see Figure 1.5), which is likely to increase use of macros. You must use Access macros to automate web databases because Access Services don’t support VBA. Chapter 19, “Automating Access Applications with Macros,” shows you how to respond to events with macros.

![Figure 1.5](image)

Access 2010’s new drag-and-drop Macro Builder with IntelliSense simplifies authoring macros.

3. **Data Macros**—Access 2007 and earlier macros handle events triggered by forms and reports, as well as their controls. Access 2010 introduces Data Macros that handle table-generated events, such as Before Update, Before Delete, After Update, After Insert or After Delete of a row. Access 2010 Data Macros correspond to SQL Server’s triggers. Chapter 20, “Emulating Table Triggers with Access Data Macros,” teaches you how to take advantage of Data Macros.
Collaboration with SharePoint—Microsoft downplays Access 2010/SQL Server projects for client/server applications in favor of linking Access tables from SharePoint lists and sharing .accdb files from SharePoint Document Libraries. Manipulating relational data in SharePoint’s nonrelational, web-based environment probably will interest only organizations that have a substantial commitment to an SPF 3.0 or SPS 2010 infrastructure. Chapter 22, “Collaborating with SharePoint Foundation 2010,” introduces you to linking or moving tables to SPF or SPS.

Web databases—Data Access Pages authored in Access 2003 were suited to private intranets but not the public Internet. Access 2010’s new web databases and SPS’s Access Services enable publishing browser-based applications to intranets and the Internet. Web databases substitute SharePoint lists for Access tables. Chapter 23, “Sharing Web Databases with SharePoint Server 2010,” shows you how to publish a standard Access front end to an interactive web application.

The sections that follow expand on the brief descriptions in the preceding list and provide cross-references to detailed coverage of new features in later chapters.

Changes to the Office 2007 Ribbon User Interface

Other than replacing the Office button with the File tab and its Backstage View, Access 2010 made mostly cosmetic changes to Access 2007 Fluent UI. Access 2010 adds an improved UI in the Options dialog for creating new and customizing what Microsoft calls command tabs and groups. Optionally, click the New Tab to create a new command tab. With a new or existing ribbon selected in the right list, click the New Group button to add a new group, select a command icon in the left list, and, with the new group selected, click the Add button to add the new command icon.

Access 2007’s Main Ribbons

Access 2010 has five main command tabs and ribbons. Press Alt to display the shortcut keys (called KeyTips) for each main ribbon, the Office button, and Quick Access Toolbar (1...n), as shown in Figure 1.7 (top). Press Alt+Key to display the second-level shortcut keys (see Figure 1.7 center and bottom). Many Access 2010 KeyTips differ from those of Access 2007, and group names and their members have changed.

Following are brief descriptions of the primary purposes of each main ribbon, which are largely unchanged:
Figure 1.6
Adding a new command tab, group, or icon is a select-and-click operation in Access 2010.

Figure 1.7
The top Home half-ribbon shows shortcut-key combinations to activate one of the five main ribbons (File, Home, Create, External Data, and Database Tools) or the Quick Access Toolbar (QAT).
Home—Lets you select Datasheet, Form, Report, Layout, or Design view; perform Clipboard operations; specify font properties; format memo fields with HTML; and refresh, add, delete, save, sort, filter, find, and spell check records (refer to Figure 1.7).

Create—Lets you create a new empty table or a table from a template in Datasheet view, or an empty table in Design view; create a SharePoint list and a table that links to the list; create a form or report bound to a table or query that’s selected in the Navigation pane; and create a new query, macro, module, or class module (see Figure 1.8).

External Data—Lets you import, link, or export external data in a variety of formats; collect or update data via emailed HTML forms; save import or export specifications; work with SharePoint lists while offline; and move select objects or the entire database to a SharePoint site (see Figure 1.9).

Database Tools—Lets you open the VBA editor for a module or Class Module; run a macro, create a shortcut menu from a macro, or convert a macro to VBA; open the Relationships window to create or edit table relationships; show or hide the Object Dependencies pane, property sheet for an object, or message bar; run the Database Documenter, Performance Analyzer, or Table Analyzer Wizard; move tables to a back-end Access database or upsize tables and queries to SQL Server 2005 or later [Express]; run the Linked Table Manager for linked Access tables; create or edit a switchboard with the Switchboard Manager; encrypt the database and set a database password; manage Access add-ins; and make an execute-only database by stripping out VBA source code (see Figure 1.10).

Contextual Ribbons for Access Databases and Projects

Access 2010 has 16 different contextual ribbons, which contain buttons for commands that are appropriate to specific Access object contexts. With the exception of the Print Preview ribbon, all contextual ribbon tabs appear to the right of the Database Tools tab. Most of the contextual ribbons have minor changes to group names and command icon placements. Chapter 3 provides detailed descriptions of these ribbons and illustrates galleries, when applicable.
Figure 1.9
The External Data ribbon has galleries for choosing the Import and Export data types.

Figure 1.10
The Database Tools ribbon's buttons perform their actions without the need for gallery choices.
The Quick Access Toolbar

The Quick Access Toolbar (QAT) lets you create custom shortcuts to frequently used commands. By default, the QAT has three command buttons: Save, Undo, and Redo. The Undo and Redo buttons usually are disabled and sport Can’t Undo and Can’t Redo ToolTips.

Clicking the drop-down button to the right of the Can’t Redo button opens a gallery of popular command buttons that you can add to the QAT (see Figure 1.11).

![Figure 1.11](image)

You can add popular command buttons to the QAT and specify its location—above or below the ribbon—from its drop-down gallery. The Sync All command is new in Access 2010.

The File Tab’s Backstage View

There’s no conventional File or Tools menu, so the Backstage view that opens when you click the File tab handles many of those two menu’s former tasks. If you’ve opened a database or project file, the gallery opens with an Info[rmation] pane. Click the View and Edit Database Properties list to open the Filename Properties dialog (see Figure 1.12).

Here’s what happens when you click one of the gallery’s following eight links and command buttons with an .accdb file open:

- **Info**—Opens the Information About DatabaseFile pane (refer to Figure 1.12).
- **Recent**—Opens a Recent Databases (MRU) list.
Changes to the Office 2007 Ribbon User Interface

The Office gallery’s default view is the Info page if you have a database or project file open; otherwise, it’s a most recently used (MRU) file list.

- **New**—Opens the Getting Started with Microsoft Office Access dialog, which lets you create a database from a local or downloaded template, open an empty database, or open a new ADP (refer to Figure 1.3).

- **Print**—Opens the Print pane that offers Quick Print, Print, and Print Preview buttons.

- **Save & Publish**—Opens a pane with options to save the current database or object as a new database or object; publish to as a web database to Access Services, save the database file in Access 2007, 2002–3, or 2000 format or as an Access Template (*.accdt file); package and distribute the database, package and digitally sign the database, make an execute-only database (*.accede file) with design mode disabled; back up the database; or save it to a SharePoint Document Library (see Figure 1.13).

- **Help**—Opens a pane to access Microsoft Office Help, Getting Started help topics, links to Office Support pages, the Options dialog, and online Updates (see Figure 1.14).
Figure 1.13
The Save & Publish pane offers a variety of options for saving the database in various formats or publishing it as a web database with Access Services.

Figure 1.14
The Help page contains links to obtain answers to users’ questions. You can also open the Options dialog and check for updated Access 2010 files.
Security, Trusted Locations, Packages, and Certificates

Options—Opens the Access Options dialog, which lets you specify settings for Access 2010 and the current database (see Figure 1.15).

Figure 1.15
The Options dialog’s General page lets you specify optional settings for all Access databases you open.

Security, Trusted Locations, Packages, and Certificates

Access 2010’s approach to system and database security is very similar to that of Access 2007. System security attempts to prevent—or at least dissuade—users from opening database or project files that might contain harmful code in macros or VBA modules. The term harmful code generally means code that can access local computer or network resources and (potentially) install malware, bots, or viruses.

When you open any database from a location that you haven’t designated as trusted or that hasn’t been signed with a digital signature from a publisher you trust, Access opens with a Security Warning bar. Clicking the bar’s Click for More Details link (look ahead to Figure 1.17), opens the Info pane with a Security Warning button added. Opening the button’s gallery gives you two choices for enabling potentially dangerous content (see Figure 1.16).

Selecting Advanced Options closes the Info pane and opens a Security Alert dialog that’s identical to the Access 2007 version (see Figure 1.17).
Figure 1.16 
You can enable all content or open the Security Alert dialog to select the content to trust in the Security Warning gallery.

Figure 1.17 
Access 2010’s Security Warning message differs slightly from Access 2007’s. Select the Enable the Content option if you trust the database’s source.
Specifying Trusted Locations

You can prevent the Security Warning bar from appearing by storing the .accdb or .adp file in a trusted location (folder). You specify trusted location(s) in the Trusted Locations dialog of the Access Options dialog’s Trust Center page.

For an example of creating a trusted location, see “Designating the Default Database Folder as a Trusted Location,” p. 53.

Packaging and Code-Signing Databases

An alternative to requiring users of your Access application to create a trusted location for the database is to create a Microsoft Office Access Signed Package (.acdc file) from the .accdb file. Creating a Signed Package code-signs all objects in the database and compresses the file by a factor of about five to reduce download time.

To sign a package, you must have a code-signing (Class 3) certificate from a commercial certificate authority (CA), such as Comodo, Thawte, or VeriSign, or create a self-signed certificate with Office 2007’s Digital Certificate for VBA Projects application (SelfCert.exe). Code-signing certificates from a commercial CA cost from $99 to $199 per year.

Self-signed certificates usually are limited to personal or small workgroup use. By default, self-signed certificates work only for packages you extract on the same machine that created and signed them. Use trusted locations to avoid security warnings unless you have a compelling reason to do otherwise.

Enabling Non-trusted Application Automation with Macros

Access 2010 users in organizations with highly secure computer operations might be prevented from enabling “potentially harmful content” by a group policy setting. In this case, you can take advantage of the default “safe” subset of Access macro actions that will run without enabling VBA code by trusting the database. To enable unsafe macro actions, you must click the Macro Tools, Design ribbon’s Show All Actions button, which toggles between displaying a list of all and safe-only actions.

For more information on Access macros, see “Access Macros Redux,” p. 33.
Access Web Databases and SharePoint Lists

Access 2010’s changes to Access 2007 tables and database engine are relatively minor, unless you publish Access databases to SharePoint Server 2010 to enable browser-based intranet or Internet access with web databases. Web databases, which store tables as SharePoint Server 2010 lists and don’t support VBA, serve as the replacement for Data Access Pages, which Access 2007 dropped. Chapter 23 is devoted to Web Databases.

The Access and SharePoint teams devoted substantial development and testing resources to improving the performance of tables linked to SharePoint lists by optimizing client-side and server-side caching. Chapter 22 explains how to link or move tables to SharePoint Foundation 2010, which is available to licensees of 64-bit Windows Server 2008 or 2008 R2 at no charge.

Access 2010 also supports linking tables to Data Services, which can be conventional SOAP Web services with Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) files or SharePoint Business Connectivity Services (BCS) entities with Application Definition XML files that contain External Content Type metadata. Linking to Data Services is beyond the scope of this book.

Application Development by Templates

Access 2010 includes 12 built-in templates: seven for conventional Access databases (Events, Faculty, Marketing Projects, Northwind, Sales Pipeline, Students, and Tasks) and five for web databases (Assets, Charitable Contributions, Contacts, Issues, and Projects). In Backstage view, click New and Sample Templates to open the Available Templates gallery (see Figure 1.18).

The Access 2007 team commissioned a complete makeover of the original 25 Access 2003 templates available from Office Online. These templates were popular; for example, the Access 2003 Contact Management template had close to 600,000 downloads before it was converted to Access 2007. This template has four related tables and manages detailed contact information and call history. A benefit of Access 2003 and earlier templates is that most have a few rows of sample data.


To learn how to create an Access 2010 application from earlier versions of templates, see “Creating a Database from Any Access Template on Microsoft Office Online,” p. 55.
Access Macros Redux

Access 2010 treats macros as full-fledged objects, and the Access team encourages their use by new users and seasoned developers alike. As of Office 97, which replaced Access Basic with VBA, macros were deprecated. VBA was designated the strategic programming language for automating Access applications, and Office 97 included a macro-to-VBA converter to ease the upgrade effort. (The Database Tools ribbon’s Macro group includes a Convert Form’s Macros to Visual Basic button.)

Original Access macros had two basic defects: no error-handling capability and the lack of an equivalent to form and report Class Modules (also called code behind forms, or CBF). Access 2007 overcame the first limitation with the new On Error macro action, which lets you specify how errors are handled with one of the following values of the Go To argument:

- **Next** disregards the error, and execution proceeds to the next macro action.
- **MacroName** stops executing the current macro and jumps to the named macro.
- **Fail** stops execution and displays an error message.
Embedded macros handle the missing CBF equivalent. Each form or report event has a builder button that opens a Choose Builder dialog that lets you select a Macro Builder, Expression Builder, or Code Builder.

As an example, an embedded macro in the `\Access2010\Chaptr01\NavPane.accdb` database’s Form1 (Customers List) hides the prebuilt Object Type, Tables and Related Views, Modified Date, and Created Date categories and locks the NavPane when you open the form (see Figure 1.19). Ordinarily, the AutoExec macro would execute these actions.

![Figure 1.19](image)

This embedded macro in Access 2010’s new Macro Builder prevents users from seeing tables and queries in the NavPane’s prebuilt categories.

A similar macro that enables the prebuilt categories and unlocks the NavPane executes when you open Form2 (Orders List).

Chapter 19, “Automating Access Applications with Macros,” and Chapter 30, “Handling Events with Macros and Procedures,” show you how to write Access macros to handle simple tasks. VBA is better used for complex application automation chores, but web databases don’t support VBA. Therefore, the Access team added Data Macros to handle events associated with adding, deleting and updating rows of Access tables.
SQL Server 2008 [R2] Express Edition Setup

SQL Server 2005 Express replaced Access 2000’s Microsoft Data Engine (MSDE) 1.0 (based on SQL Server 7.0) and Access 2002 and 2003’s Microsoft SQL Server Desktop Engine (MSDE) 2000 (based on SQL Server 2000). SQL Server 2005 Express was a major upgrade to MSDE 2000 and took Microsoft almost five years to finish. SQL Server 2005 Express was the first free SQL Server version to include a management tool—SQL Server Management Studio Express (SSMS). SQL Server 2005 Express removed MSDE’s performance throttle, which limited query execution to five simultaneously running queries.

Microsoft released SQL Server 2008 [Express] on August 6, 2008. SQL Server 2008 added spatial (GEOMETRY and GEOGRAPHY), HIERARCHYID and specialized date/time data types, as well as Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) and improved data compression features. SQL Server 2008 R2 (called SSX in this book) released to manufacturing on April 21, 2010, six days after Office 2010 RTMed. The R2 upgrade added new features, including PowerPivot for Excel and SharePoint, Master Data Services, StreamInsight, ReportBuilder 3.0, and Reporting Services Add-in for SharePoint.

Office 2000–2003 included installation code for MSDE 1.0 and 2000; the Office 2010 CD-ROM images don’t include SQL Server 2008 R2 Express Edition and Management Tools, which is the recommended version for Access users who don’t have a network connection to SQL Server 2005 Workgroup Edition or later.

Downloading and Installing SSX

If you intend to develop or just explore Access 2010 data projects (ADP) or Access front-ends linked to SQL Server 2008 R2 or SQL Azure tables, do the following to install SSX on your client PC or a network server:

1. Download and save the SQL Server 2008 R2 Express Edition and Management Tools installer (SQLEXPRWT_x86.exe, 32-bit: 235MB or SQLEXPRWT_x64.exe, 64-bit: 247MB) from http://www.microsoft.com/express/database/ to a temporary folder, usually \Users\UserName\Downloads.

32-bit or 64-bit SSX (R2) is recommended because it has a maximum database size of 10 GB, while SQL Server 2008 Express is limited to 4 GB. SQL Server 2008 R2 Management Studio Express, which is included in the Management Tools, is required to connect to SQL Azure cloud databases, which are one of the topics of Chapter 28. SQL Azure is a customized version of SQL Server 2008. The Management Tools also include SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services and Full-Text Search.
2. Run SQLEXPRWT_x??_x??_exe with an administrative account, accept the End User License Agreement, click Next, and then click Install to extract the setup files and open the SQL Server Installation Center dialog (see Figure 1.20).

3. Click the New Installation or Add Features to an Existing Installation link to open the License Terms dialog.

4. Mark the I Accept the License terms check box, optionally mark the Send Feature Usage Data to Microsoft check box, and click Next to open the Setup Support Files dialog.

5. After the Setup Support Files install and the system configuration check completes, the Feature Selection dialog opens (see Figure 1.21).

6. Accept the default features and click Next to perform another System Configuration Check, and click Next to open the Instance Configuration dialog.
7. Accept the default Named Instance option and, optionally, change the Instance ID value from SQLExpress to SQLEXPRESS (see Figure 1.22).

8. Click Next to open the Instance Configuration dialog (see Figure 1.23).
The default instance name for SQL Server Express databases is SQLEXPRESS. Other SQL Server instances, for example an SQL Server 2005 SP3 Express instance named SQLXSP3, appear in the Installed Instances list.

The Instance Configuration dialog lets you specify an Account Name and Password for the SQL Server Database Engine and SQL Server Browser. The default values shown here usually are satisfactory.
9. Accept the default Service Accounts and Collation and click Next to open the Database Engine Configuration dialog. Mark the Mixed Mode check box to enable logon with SQL Server’s System Administrator (sa) account. Type and confirm a complex (upper- and lower-case letters, numeral(s) and symbol) password, and click Add Current User if you aren’t logged in as the local machine administrator (see Figure 1.24).

![Figure 1.24](image1.png)

**Figure 1.24**
The Account Provisioning dialog lets you add an sa login with SQL Server security in addition to the required integrated Windows security login for the local machine Administrator account.

10. Review the Data Directories and FILESTREAM pages, and click Next to open the Error Reporting dialog.

11. If you want to share error information with the SQL Server team, mark the Send Windows and SQL Server Error Reports to Microsoft check box. Click Next to open the Installation Progress dialog and start installation.

12. After a few minutes, the Complete dialog opens with a message that the installation completed successfully and added details in the Supplemental Information text box (see Figure 1.25).

**Note**
The FILESTREAM feature, which isn’t enabled by default, gives SQL Server access to the local file system for storage of large objects, such as graphic images.

13. After you’ve read the Supplemental Information, click Close to close the Complete dialog.
Setup installs a Programs, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 submenu with Import and Export Data (32-bit), Import, Export Data (64-bit), and SQL Server Management Studio choices, plus Configuration Tools and Integration Services folders. Installing Books Online adds its choice to the Documentation and Tutorials submenu.

To learn more about SQL Server Management Studio Express (SSMSX), see “Adding SQL Server User Logins with SQL,” p. 900 and “Moving from MSDE to the SQL Server 2005 or Later Express Edition,” p. 1415.

Managing SSX

If you run SSX on the same machine as your Access front end, you don’t need to do anything after installation. SSX will start as a service automatically when you boot your computer. If you want to make the instance of SSX you install accessible to remote networked users, you must perform some minimal management tasks. You must set the SQL Server Browser Service to start automatically and enable at least the TCP/IP protocol for SSX. The Browser Service enables clients to locate SQL Server 2005.
instances on remote computers. If you’re running the Windows Firewall and Install doesn’t establish exceptions for SQL Server and SQL Server Browser, you must create an exception for SQL Server and Browser connections also.

**Making SSX Accessible to Remote Users**

To make a local SSX instance accessible to other networked computers, do the following:

1. Choose Programs, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2, Configuration Tools, SQL Server Configuration Manager to open the dialog of the same name.

2. Double-click the SQL Server Configuration Manager (Local) node to display the nodes SQL Server 2008 Services, SQL Server 2008 Network Configuration, and SQL Native Client Configuration.

3. Double-click the SQL Server 2008 Services node to display the SQL Server Browser and SQL Server (SQLEXPRESS) service items in the right pane (see Figure 1.26). If you installed other services, they will appear also.

4. Right-click the SQL Server Browser item and choose Properties to open the SQL Server Browser Properties dialog. Click the Service tab, open the Start Mode list box, and choose Automatic (see Figure 1.27). Click OK to close the Properties dialog.

**Figure 1.26**

Installing the SSX database engine installs but doesn’t start the SQL Server Browser service automatically.
5. If you changed the setting to Automatic, right-click the SQL Server Browser item and choose Start to start the service for the first time.

6. Double-click to expand the SQL Server 2008 Network Configuration item, select the Protocols for SQL Express node, right-click the TCP/IP item in the right pane’s Protocol Name list, and choose Enabled (see Figure 1.28). Acknowledge the message that states you must stop and restart SSX for the change to become effective.

7. Repeat step 6 for the SQL Server Network Configuration (32-bit) node, if you installed the 64-bit version.

8. If you want to communicate with remote SSX or SQL Server instances, expand the SQL Native Client 10.0 Configuration node, select Client Protocols, and enable the TCP/IP protocol.

9. Repeat step 8 for the SQL Server Native Client Configuration (32-bit) node, if you installed the 64-bit version.

10. Select SQL Services, right-click SQL Server (SQLEXPRESS), choose Stop, wait for the service to stop, and then choose Start.

11. Close SQL Server Configuration Manager.

Alternatively, you can access SQL Server Configuration manager from the Computer Management dialog’s Services and Applications node.
Figure 1.28
Enable the TCP/IP protocol for SSX to communicate with remote clients.
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iterating list box items, PDF:1334-PDF:1335

Jet .mdb files, upgrading to Access .accdb files, 179-180
joins
multicolumn inner joins, creating, 438-441
outer joins, creating, 463-466
self-joins, creating, 466-467
SQL, PDF:1152-PDF:1155
tables, 422-441
theta joins, creating, 467-469

K
Keep Together property (groups), 720-721
keyboard, data entry keys, 247-252

L
Label Wizard, 721-725
labels, adding to form header, 624-625
Language page, setting default options, 129
layout mode, 99
Layout view (forms), ribbons, 568-573
libraries, 181
licensing, SharePoint Server 2010, 976-978
limitations
of Access Services, 979-980
of ADPs, PDF:1092-PDF:1093
of SSX, 871
line spacing
adjusting reports, 713, 715-717
linked graphs, creating from crosstab queries, 775-783
Linked Table Manager, 330-331
linked tables, creating with Database Splitter, 861-862
linking
applications to SQL Azure databases, PDF:1227-PDF:1237
client\server tables manually, 890-897
documents to CSS files, PDF:1042
Excel worksheets, 307-308
files, 298
PivotCharts to form’s current record, 790-791
SharePoint lists to Access tables, 970
list boxes
creating, PDF:1330-PDF:1334
items, iterating,
PDF:1334-PDF:1335
“Select All” option, adding, PDF:1336-PDF:1340
lists (SPF)
data types, 940
linking to Access tables, 970
as source tables, 951-964
synchronizing, 964-967
tables, exporting to, 967
literals, 384, 389-390
logical operators, 386-387
lookup fields, 442-456
foreign key drop-down list, adding, 443-447
multivalued lookup fields, creating, 450-456
printing, 703-705
lookup list, adding to ActionType field, 258-261
looping (VBA), PDF:1264-PDF:1266

M
Macro-to-VBA converter, PDF:1280-PDF:1283
macros, 33-34, 97, 798
in Access 2007,
PDF:1462-PDF:1463
actions, viewing, 799-801
ApplyFilter, writing, 812-816
converting to VBA callback functions,
PDF:1303-PDF:1307
data macros
designing, 822-840
logging table updates, 836-840
table triggers, emulating, 820-822
after update events, handling, 824-834
embedded macros, generating with Command Button Wizard, 804-809
embedding in templates, 50-51
events, 801-802
forms, opening, 66-68
recursion errors, eliminating, 834-836
running in not-trusted locations, 31
SwitchBoard Manager, 816-820
versus VBA, 801
Mail Merge Wizard, 331-340
form letters, creating, 332-339
mailing labels, creating from multicolumn reports, 721-728
make-table action query
creating, 374-379
relationships, establishing, 540-542
make-table stored procedure, PDF:1117-PDF:1119
managing SSX, 41-43, PDF:1470-PDF:1472
many-to-many relationships, 162
margins, adjusting on reports, 717-718
master/child forms, creating, 567, 594-601
matching records
finding, 271-274
replacing, 274
menu-based filters, 284-285
methods (VBA), DoCmd methods, PDF:1291-PDF:1294
Microsoft Graph, creating graph data source, 756-757
Microsoft Office Online, creating databases, 55-57
migrating to client\server database
evaluating benefits of, 870
strategy, selecting, 873-875
module window toolbar (VBA editor), PDF:1269-PDF:1256
modules, 97
VBA, PDF:1242-PDF:1246
monthly product sales query, creating, 492-493
Monhly Sales by Category reports, creating, 739-744
moving
control objects on forms, 615-617
controls in Form Design view, 617-619
SQL Server database to another server, 886-890
MSDE
databases, upgrading, PDF:1417-PDF:1418
upgrading to SQL Server 2005, PDF:1415
multicolumn inner joins, creating, 438-441
multiple resultsets, combining, 495-499
multitable queries, creating, 422-441
multivalued lookup fields, creating, 450-456
N
Name AutoCorrect feature, 225
named constants, 402-404
named data macros, writing, 841-857
numeric data
field size, selecting, 193-195
standard formats, 197
null value, 198
O
Object Browser
ADO objects, displaying, PDF:1360-PDF:1363
class project module members, examining, PDF:1287-PDF:1289
DAO objects, displaying, PDF:1360-PDF:1363
Navigation control, 676-679
Navigation Pane, 59-66
in Access 2007, PDF:1447-PDF:1452
forms, opening, 62-64
object classification method, selecting, 60-61
task records, adding, 64-66
nested queries, designing, 430
new features
in Access 2007, PDF:1424-PDF:1427
in Access 2010, 18-22
normalization
fifth normal form, 169
first normal form, 164-165
fourth normal form, 168
second normal form, 166
third normal form, 167
Northwind Traders sample database
HRActions table
adding, 204-213
default field values, setting, 213-215
primary key, selecting, 221
records, adding, 261-263
relationships, establishing, 215-220
moving to SPF 2010, 948-951
opening, 100-101
table, adding, 204
NorthwindSQL sample project, PDF:1093-PDF:1095
null value, 198
numeric data
field size, selecting, 193-195
standard formats, 197
NWReader security group, creating logins, 902-905
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object classification method, selecting for Navigation Pane, 60-61

object dependencies, enabling, 228-230

Object Designers page, setting default options, 126-128

objects
  DAO, comparing with ADO, PDF:1350
  importing, 80-83
  RibbonX, creating, PDF:1295

ODBC connection string, examining, 885-886

Office gallery, PDF:1442-PDF:1446

Office Themes, customizing, 579-585

OLE miniservers, 756

OLE Object field data type, 192

OLTP (online transaction processing), 173

one-to-many relationships, 161

online help, 138-141

opening
  forms
    with macros, 66-68
    from Navigation Pane, 62-64
  Northwind Traders sample database, 100-101

operating modes, defining, 98-99

operators, 384-389
  arithmetic operators, 385
  assignment operators, 386
  identifier operators, 387-388
  logical operators, 386-387

optimizing
  form design, 665-667
  PivotTable performance, 524-528

Option Group Wizard, adding group boxes to forms, 632-637

outer joins, creating, 463-466

Outlook
  communication, automating, 74-78
  contacts, importing, 70-72
  data, collecting by email, 78-79
  reports, mailing as attachments, 752-751

Outlook 2010, importing
  Access tables, 308-311

overriding field properties of tables, 680-681

P

Packaged Solutions, testing, 150-154

page breaks, controlling on reports, 750-751

Page Header/Footer sections, adding to forms, 681-682

Page Setup ribbon, 698-699

parameter queries, 481-485
  data types, selecting, 484-485

parameterized inline functions (SQL Server), PDF:1113-PDF:1116

pass-through queries, writing, 897-900

passwords, adding to.accdb files, 912

PC database files, compatibility, 324

PDF documents, exporting tables to, 341-343

performance
  of PivotTables, optimizing, 524-528
  of SSX, troubleshooting, 915

permissions, roles, 901-902

persistent database objects, 291

persisting PivotCharts linked properties with VBA code, 794-795

PIVOT query syntax (SQL Server 2005), PDF:1216-PDF:1217

PivotCharts, 524-528
  category presentation, changing, 530-532
  chart type, changing, 532
  creating from a query, 784-786
  form\subform pair, cloning, 791-793
  linked properties, persisting with VBA code, 794-795
  linking to form’s current record, 790-791

PivotTable views
  category values, filtering, 515-517
  display, customizing, 519-520
  drill-down information, increasing, 517-518
  queries, creating, 506-516

PivotTables
  exporting, to Excel, 523
  performance, optimizing, 524-528
  property values, setting, 520-523
  substituting in a form, 795-796

placeholders, 198
  for input masks, 202-203

populating combo boxes, 645-648

preparing for application upsizing, PDF:1172-PDF:1173

preventing updates to query resultset (Query Design View), 362-363

primary keys, 160, 169-170

Print Preview ribbon, 699-701

printing
  charts and graphs from reports, 771-775
lookup fields, 703-705
multicolumn reports as
mailing labels, 721-728
queries as report, 367-369

program flow, controlling
(VBA), PDF:1260-PDF:1266
conditional statements,
PDF:1261-PDF:1264
looping, PDF:1264-PDF:1266

project designer, Table Design
view, PDF:1097-PDF:1099

projects
default folder
changing, 48
upsized, securing,
PDF:1225-PDF:1227

Proofing page, setting default
options, 128-129

properties
of .accdb databases, 183-185
Command object (ADO),
PDF:1374
of Connection object (ADO),
PDF:1363-PDF:1366
of fields, 186-191
of forms, modifying, 605-606
of PivotTables, setting,
520-523
Recordset object (ADO),
PDF:1384-PDF:1392

Property Options smart tag,
activating, 229-230

publishing Access 2010
database to SPF 2010
Document Library, 935-940

Q

QAT (Quick Access Toolbar),
PDF:1439-PDF:1441
QBE (query-by-example),
Query Design View, 174-175

queries
action queries
creating, 374-379
records, appending to
tables, 543-545

records, deleting from
tables, 546-549
writing, PDF:1160-
PDF:1165
constants, 402-404
creating
for PivotTable views,
506-516
from tables in other
databases, 500-503
from tables with indirect
relationships, 433-438

crosstab queries
creating, 485-497
crossfooting,
PDF:1221-PDF:1224
emulating with T-SQL,
PDF:1205-PDF:1221
fixed column headings,
493-497
linked graphs, creating,
775-783
exporting to SharePoint lists,
967
exporting to XML, PDF:1057
expressions, 382-384
fields, including all within
table, 472-474
functions, 391-402
data type conversion
functions, 402
TempVars collection, 396
text manipulation
functions, 398-402
Time and Date functions,
397-398
identifiers, 390
literals, 389-390
multitable queries, creating,
422-441

nested queries
designing, 430
operators, 384-389
arithmetic operators, 385
assignment operators,
386
identifier operators,
387-388
logical operators, 386-387
parameter queries, 481-485

pass-through queries,
writing, 897-900
PivotCharts, creating,
784-786
saved queries, applying as
filter, 292-293
saving filters as, 291-292
SQL Server version, 414
table data, updating, 469-474
UNION queries, 495-501
writing,
PDF:1155-PDF:1158

Query Design View, 174-175,
355-369
column headers, changing
names of, 365-367
complex criteria, creating,
364-365
fields, selecting, 356-359
queries, printing as report,
367-369
query resultset, preventing
updates to, 362-363
records, selecting by criteria,
360-362

Quick Access Toolbar page,
setting default options,
132-134

R

RDBMSs, client/server, 158-159
rearranging
form layout, 572-575
sequence of fields in a table,
225
record-locking files, 180-181

records
adding
to HRActions table,
261-263, 673-675
to tables, 252-253

deleting, 254
filtering
composite criteria,
288-289
compound filter criteria,
286-289
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by form, 278-283
menu-based filters, 284-285
by selection, 275-277
Text Filters option, 277-278
selecting, 254
updating values, 549-559

Recordset object (ADO)
events, PDF:1397
methods, PDF:1392
properties, PDF:1384-PDF:1392

recursion errors, eliminating, 834-836

reducing length of reports, 752

referential integrity, 171-172

relational databases, 157
foreign keys, 160
GUIDs, 162
primary keys, 160
structure of, 159-164

relationships
changing between tables, 227-228
HRActions table, establishing, 215-220
make-table action queries, 540-542

reliability, 871

re-linking tables, 330-331

relocating report controls, 700-703

removing
sections from reports, 749-750
table sort order, 270

repairing databases, 142

replacing matched field values, 274

Report Wizard, creating grouped reports, 688-695

reports, 683-685
bound reports, adding linked subreports, 744
calculated controls, adding, 709-713
charts, printing, 771-775
controls
adding, 751-752
aligning, 714
formatting, 714-715
relocating, 700-703
exporting
to HTML tables, PDF:1031
as XML, PDF:1070
graphs, printing, 771-775
grouped reports, creating, 688-695
grouping data, 731-735
line spacing, adjusting, 713, 715-717
mailing as attachments, 752-751
margins, adjusting, 717-718
modifications, completing, 704-707
Monthly Sales by Category report, creating, 739-744
multicolumn, printing as mailing labels, 721-728
page breaks, controlling, 750-751
record source, changing, 707-709
reducing length of, 752
sections, adding, 749-750
sorting data, 735-736
SQL statements, PDF:1169
upsizing,
PDF:1195-PDF:1197
subreports, 737-739
tabular reports, autogenerating, 686-688
types of, 685-686
unbound, 748-749

reserved ANSI-92 SQL words in Access SQL,
PDF:1198-PDF:1200

resizing forms, 615

reviewing sample templates, 49-50

ribbons, 22-25
in Access 2007,
PDF:1429-PDF:1437
Arrange ribbon, 696
context-specific table tools
ribbons, 110-117
contextual ribbons, 24
Create ribbon, 118-119
Application Parts button, 676-679
Design ribbon, 695-696
Format ribbon, 698
forms, Layout view, 568-573
Home ribbon, 106-109
Page Setup ribbon, 698-699
Print Preview ribbon, 699-701

RibbonX
documentation,
PDF:1296-PDF:1298
documents, editing,
PDF:1299-PDF:1301
objects, creating, PDF:1295

roles, 901-902

row fix-up feature, 471

run mode, 98

runtime errors, handling (VBA), PDF:1266-PDF:1268

S

sample templates, reviewing, 49-50

saving filters as query, 291-292

schema (XML), PDF:1056
exporting, PDF:1078

second normal form, 166

sections, adding \ removing from reports, 749-750

secure Access 9x files, converting to Access 2010,
PDF:1410-PDF:1411

securing upsized projects, PDF:1225-PDF:1227

security
back-end security, 864-868
front-end, adding passwords to .accdb files, 912
non-trusted locations, running macros, 31
roles, 901-902
trusted locations, specifying,
31, PDF:1447
user logins, adding to SQL
Server, 900-911
VBA code, PDF:1241
security groups (SPF 2010),
930-934
Select All option, adding to list
and combo boxes,
PDF:1336-PDF:1340
SELECT queries (SQL)
creating, 348-355
writing, PDF:1140
selecting
  client\server database
  migration strategy, 873-875
display format, 196-202
fields, data types, 193-195
  Form Design view elements, 613-614
  primary key codes, 169-170
  records, 254
self-joins, creating, 466-467
self-signed digital certificates, generating, 145-148
sequence of fields,
  rearranging, 225
session state issues
  (SharePoint Server 2010),
  troubleshooting, 989-991
setting
  data entry options, 246-248
default field values, 213-215
  PivotTable properties, 
      520-523
SharePoint Server 2010
  enterprise sites, licensing,
      976-978
  installing, 980-985
  interaction with Access
      2010, 934-935
  licensing, 976-978
  session state issues, 989-991
  setup process, 983-985
trial software, downloading, 978
shortcut keys, 252
  VBA editor,
      PDF:1270-PDF:1273
signed package files
  generating, 148
testing, 148-149
Simple Query Wizard, 348-355
  SELECT query, creating,
      348-355
single-file Access applications,
  upsizing to SQL Server 2005
  or later, 875-886
site types (SPF 2010), 921
smart tags
  Internet-based, adding to
  fields, 231
  Property Options smart tag,
      activating, 229-230
sorting
  report data, 735-736
tables, 250-270
  on multiple fields,
      269-271
  on single field, 268-270
source tables, SPF lists as,
951-964
SPF (SharePoint Foundation)
2010
  Document Libraries,
      publishing Access 2010
database to, 935-940
  installing under 64-bit
  Windows Server 2008,
      919-920
lists
  data types, 940
  linking to Access tables,
      970
  as source tables, 951-964
  synchronizing, 964-967
  views, customizing,
      940-947
security groups, 930-934
  site types, 921
subsites, adding, 921-930
SPIS (SharePoint 2010 for
Internet Sites), licensing, 976
split forms, generating,
601-602
spreadsheets
  Excel worksheets
      importing, 299-306
      linking, 307-308
      importing, 298-299
SQL, 157
  aggregate functions, 476,
      PDF:1148-PDF:1152
  joins, PDF:1152-PDF:1155
  punctuation, PDF:1142-
      PDF:1143
  SELECT queries, writing,
      PDF:1140
terminology, PDF:1138-
      PDF:1140
SQL Server
  connecting to remotely,
      PDF:1133-PDF:1134
  inline functions,
      PDF:1113-PDF:1116
  other database tables,
      working with,
      PDF:1165-PDF:1167
tables, Table Properties
      dialog box,
      PDF:1099-PDF:1105
views, PDF:1106-PDF:1113,
      PDF:1144
SQL Server 2000, installing,
PDF:1416-PDF:1417
SQL Server 2005, PIVOT query
syntax, PDF:1216-PDF:1217
SQL Server database, moving
to another server, 886-890
SQL Server editions, PDF:1092
SQL Server Management
Studio, adding user logins to
SQL Server, 900-911
SQL Server Migration
Assistant, PDF:1230-
PDF:1232
SSRS Add-in, installing,
982-983
SSX
  features, 871
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installing, 35-41,
PDF:1465-PDF:1470
managing, 41-43,
PDF:1470-PDF:1472
performance,
troubleshooting, 915
standard formats for numeric
data, 197
standards, ANSI-92 SQL
conforming to,
PDF:1183-PDF:1194
reserved words in Access
SQL, PDF:1198-PDF:1200
startup mode, 98
stored procedures,
PDF:1116-PDF:1125
append, PDF:1119-PDF:1123
execute rights, granting,
907-910
make-table,
PDF:1117-PDF:1119
passing parameter values to,
PDF:1381-PDF:1383
update, PDF:1124
writing, PDF:1160-PDF:1165
structure of relational
databases, 159-164
subdatasheets, 456-463
query subdatasheets,
459-463
tables
adding to Northwind Traders
sample database, 204
copying and pasting,
232-235
creating in Datasheet view,
213
display components, 103-105
exporting, 341-343
as text files, 344
exporting to RDBMSs,
874-875
exporting to SharePoint lists,
967
exporting to XML, PDF:1057
fields
including all in queries,
472-474
properties, overriding,
680-681
Sequence of, rearranging,
225
fixed-value lookup list,
adding, 447-450
General field properties,
189-190
HRActions table, adding
records, 673-675
indexes, adding, 222-223
ISAM, importing, 324-326
joining, 422-441
multicolumn inner joins,
438-441
lookup fields, 442-456
printing, 703-705
matching records, finding,
271-274
records
adding, 252-253
appending, 543-545
selecting, 254
updating values, 549-559
relationships, changing,
227-228
re-linking, 330-331
sorting, 250-270
on multiple fields,
269-271
on single field, 268-270
subdatasheets, adding,
456-463
XML, importing, PDF:1073
tabular reports,
autogenerating, 686-688
templates, 32
in Access 2007, PDF:1458
applications, creating, 46-59
customized template files,
creating, 137-138
downloading, 46-47
HTML, PDF:1035-PDF:1037
sample databases,
generating, 52
sample templates, review-
ing, 49-50
searching for, 51-52
Tabbed Document style,
displaying, 58-59
web database, creating,
985-992
TempVars collection, 396

testing
cascading deletions, 562
cascading updates, 562-563
Packaged Solutions, 150-154
signed package files, 148-149
Upsizing wizard, PDF:1173-PDF:1179
validation rules, 264-266

text boxes, adding to forms, 626-630
text comparison options (VBA), PDF:1278
text data, selecting field size, 193-195
text files
exporting tables as, 344
importing, 313-321

Text Filters option, 277-278
text manipulation functions, 398-402
thawing frozen columns, 270
theta joins, creating, 467-469
third normal form, 167

Time and Date functions, 397-398

TP (transaction processing), 173
TPL (Transaction Processing Language), PDF:1139

transaction-processing forms, 602-605
autogenerating, 566-568

trial Access Hosting account, signing up for, 999-1004

troubleshooting
compile errors, 143
SharePoint Server 2010, session state issues, 989-991
SSX performance, 915
Upsizing wizard errors, PDF:1179-PDF:1183
web database incompatibilities, 996-997

Trusted Center pages, setting default options, 134-137

trusted locations
designating default database folder as, 53-54
specifying, 31, PDF:1447

T-SQL, emulating crosstab queries, PDF:1205-PDF:1221

U
unbound reports, 748-749
UNION queries, 495-501
writing, PDF:1155-PDF:1158

unlinked graphs, creating, 759
unsecured files, converting to Access 2010,
PDF:1404-PDF:1409
update stored procedures, PDF:1124
upgrading
to Access 2010, PDF:1401
secure files, converting, PDF:1410-PDF:1411
unsecured files, converting, PDF:1404-PDF:1409
Jet .mdb files to Access .accdb files, 179-180
MSDE 1.0 to SQL Server 2005, PDF:1415
MSDE databases, PDF:1417-PDF:1418
upsized project, securing, PDF:1225-PDF:1227

V
validation rules, 172-173
field-level, adding, 255-256
testing, 264-266
variables, VBA, PDF:1250-PDF:1257

Variant data type, 394-396

VBA, PDF:1239-PDF:1240
Access objects, referring to controls,
PDF:1309-PDF:1311
forms,
PDF:1307-PDF:1308
arguments,
PDF:1259-PDF:1260
arrays, PDF:1254-PDF:1255
class modules,
PDF:1280-PDF:1287
code, password protecting, 914
converted code, testing, PDF:1283-PDF:1287
data types,
PDF:1248-PDF:1249
DoCmd methods,
PDF:1291-PDF:1294
functions, 391-402,
PDF:1245-PDF:1246
events, responding to, PDF:1289-PDF:1291
Variant data type, 394-396
help system,
PDF:1271-PDF:1272
versus macros, 801
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Macro-to-VBA converter, 
PDF:1280-PDF:1283 
modules, 
PDF:1242-PDF:1244 
elements of, 
PDF:1244-PDF:1246 
naming conventions, 
PDF:1241 
Object Browser, PDF:1247 
program flow, controlling, 
PDF:1260-PDF:1266 
conditional statements, 
PDF:1261-PDF:1264 
looping, 
PDF:1264-PDF:1266 
references, 
PDF:1246-PDF:1247 
runtime errors, handling, 
PDF:1266-PDF:1268 
security issues, PDF:1241 
symbolic constants, 
PDF:1257-PDF:1259 
text comparison options, 
PDF:1278 
Utility Functions module, 
PDF:1273-PDF:1278 
variables, 
PDF:1250-PDF:1257 
With...End With structure, 
PDF:1257 
VBA editor, 
PDF:1269-PDF:1272 
module window toolbar, 
PDF:1269-PDF:1256 
shortcut keys, 
PDF:1270-PDF:1273 
verifying back-end security, 
868-870 
viewing macro actions, 
799-801 
views (SQL Server), 
PDF:1106-PDF:1113 
Visual Studio 2005, editing RibbonX documents, 
PDF:1299-PDF:1301 
W 

Web Browser control, 679 
web databases 
Contacts web database, 
deleting Getting Started form, 992-996 
creating from templates, 985-992 
incompatibilities, troubleshooting, 996-997 
web pages 
HTML lists, importing to Access tables, 
PDF:1020-PDF:1024 
HTML tables, importing, 
PDF:1009 
websites, Microsoft Office Online, 55-57 
well-formed documents (XML), PDF:1055 
widowed records, preventing with Keep Together property, 720-721 
Windows Clipboard operations, key combinations, 249-252 
Windows SharePoint Foundation 2010, collaborating with, 917-918 
With...End With structure (VBA), PDF:1257 
wizards 
Combo Box wizard, 640-644 
Command Button Wizard, generating embedded macros, 804-809 
Crosstab Query Wizard, 486-491 
Exchange/Outlook wizard, 311-313 
Find Duplicates Query Wizard, 371, PDF:1016-PDF:1018 
Find Unmatched Query Wizard, 372-373 
Form wizard, creating master\child forms, 594-601 
group boxes, adding to forms, 632-637 
Import HTML Wizard, PDF:1020-PDF:1024 
Import Text Wizard, importing text files, 314-318 
Label wizard, 721-725 
Mail Merge Wizard, 331-340 
form letters, creating, 332-339 
Report Wizard, creating grouped reports, 688-695 
Simple Query Wizard, 348-355 
SELECT query, creating, 348-355 
Table Analyzer Wizard, 235-239 
Upsizing wizard, PDF:1171-PDF:1172 
Word, exporting tables to, 341-343 
writing 
named data macros, 841-857 
pass-through queries, 897-900 
SELECT queries, PDF:1140 
stored procedures, PDF:1160-PDF:1165 
writing ApplyFilter macro, 812-816
X

XML, PDF:1054-PDF:1057
exported file sets,
deploying to web server,
PDF:1069
exporting data in related
tables, PDF:1077-PDF:1080
exporting static reports as,
PDF:1070
headers, PDF:1055
importing to tables,
PDF:1073
InfoPath forms, PDF:1080
schema, PDF:1056
well-formed documents,
PDF:1055

XPS files, exporting tables to,
341-343